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This invention relates in general to dispensers 

and, more particularly, to a machine for storing and dis

pensing unloaded pallets. 

The usefulness of loading pallets in myriad types 

of industrial plants is well recognized. In many industries 

the pallet is currently indispensable as a material handling 

expedient and firms using extensive numbers of pallets have 

found that maintenance of same constitutes a costly item 

of overhead. The frequent replacement of pallets which have 

become unusable through rough handling or the repair of 

slightly damaged pallets by incorporation therein of new 

deck boards or stringers are annually occasioning increasing 

expense to many industrial users. A primary cause for pallet 

damage is the fact that the same are not customarily stored 

in convenient, yet unobstrusive locations but are stacked or 

spotted indiscriminately throughout a plant.Wlthoutbeing 

properly stacked, in a protected manner, the pallets are 

exposed for damage by trucks and other mobile agents m a 

plant. Furthermore, the lack of orderly storage of pallets 

causes considerable uneconomical inconvenience to a plant 

at such times as the same are required for loading purposes. 

With pallets scattered throughout a plant, workmen 

demonstrate little care in handling same and roughly misuse 

the pallets in removing them from an operating area upon 

unloading or in ~oviding same for loading. Consequently, 

through such careless treatment, the life of each pallet is 

markedly reduced with expected increase in expense of main

tenance. With unloaded pallets compactly stored in stacked 

formation, maximum economy in plant space may be effected, as 

minimum floor area will be demandedo Such orderly storage 

* 
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will release valuable square footage for productive purposes, 

as well as protect the pallets against damage. Furthermore, 

to facilitate pallet loading operations, a handy supply of 

pallets should be provided by a convenient pallet depository, 

with attendant economy in handling. 

Therefore, an object of this invention is to provide 

a machine which incorporates means for storing a supply of 

empty pallets in stacked relation and is adapted to dispense 

pallets singly from such stack. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a 

machine for dispensing unloaded pallets which is adapted to 

remove and discharge pallets individually from the bottom of 

a supply stack retained in the machine. 

Another object of this invention is to provide a 

pallet dispensing machine Which may be pla.ced at any desired 

point within a plant and may be utilized with a conveyor 

system for readily providing pallets to any selected location

within the plant. 

A further object of this invention is to provide a 

pallet storing and dispensing machine which is durable and 

reliable in operation; which is economical in construction; 

which may be used for storing empty pallets; and the use 

of which will protect pallets against damaging handling with 

consequent material increase in the lives thereof. 

These and other detailed objects are obtained 

by the structure illustrated in the accompanying drawings 

(three sheets) in which -

Figure I is a perspective view of a pallet diS

pensing machine constructed in accordance With and embodying 

the present invention. 
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Figure 2 is a vertical transverse section taken 

along line 2-2 of Figure 1 showing the carriage in lowered 

position. 

Figure 3 is a vertical transverse section taken 

substantially on line 2-2 of Figure 1 showing the carriage 

in fully raised position. 

Figure 4 is a vertical transverse section taken 

on line 4-4 of Figure 2. 

Figure 5 is a vertical transverse section taken 

on line 5-5 of Figure 3. 

Figure 6 is a horizontal transverse section taken 

on line 6-6 of Figure 2. 

Figure 7 is a vertical transverse section taken 

on line 7-7 of Figure 5. 

In the accompanying draw1ng~ A designates a pallet 

dispensing machine having a generally rectangular base frame 

comprised of upright corner members l~ interconnecting upper 

and lower side members 2~ 21~ and forward and rear upper 

and lower transverse members 3~ 31~ being constructed of 

channel and angle stock. Provided spacedly downwardly of 

front upper transverse member 3 is an intermediate cross 

member 4 for cooperating therewith to define therebetween 

a discharge opening 5 extending the width of the base frame. 

Metallic sheets 6 are secured to the various members of the 

base frame for enclosing same. Supported on the base frame~ 

and projecting upwardly therefrom~ is a three-sided magazine or 

hopper-defining frame 7~ which is of lattice character~ being 

comprised of vertical and horizontal rods, pipes, or other 

suitable stock. It will be noted that frame 7 does not extend 

along the rear side of dispenser A which is thus open above 
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the base frame, to permit access to the magazine for loading 

purposes, as will appear more fully below. 

Extending between lower side members 21 and secured 

at its ends thereto, as by welding, is a narrow base plate 8 

centrally upon which is mounted a vertically presented power 

cylinder 9, as of the pneumatic or hydraulic type, having a 

piston rod 10 entering same through its upper end or head. 

Fixedly secure at the upper end of piston rod lOis a plate 11, 

rigid On its under surface with a pair of spaoed, transversely 

extending, channel-shaped brace members 12, 13, of the frame 

of a carriage or elevator 14, being rectangular and having 

lateral members 15 and forward and rear end members 16, the 

latter being parallel with brace members 12, 13. Seoured 

substantially intermediate eaoh side member 15 and depending 

vertioa11y from the lower flange thereof is a tubular guide 

member 17, Eaoh for relative te1escopio movement with respect 

to a cooperating guide post 18, said poata 18 being welded 

at their lower ends to base plate 8 and upstanding therefrom. 

Thus, oarriage 14 may be raised and lowered within the base 

frame enclosure responsive to action of fluid cylinder 9, 

as described hereinbelow, with each guide member 17 riding 

upwardly and downwardly along the related guided post 18 to 

prevent any inadvertent lateral displacement of oarriage 14 

during operation. 

Disposed for movement by carriage 14 is a oonveyor 

platform 19 comprising channel-shaped side elements 20 

within which are journa1ed the ends of a plurality of 

horizontally spaced apart rollers 21. Conveyor platform 19 

is of relatively greater length than the frame of carriage 14. 

Integral with, and depending from, each side element 20 
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adjacent its forward end is a lug 22 apertured for fixedly 

receiving a hinge pin 23 which is suitably journaled for 

rotation in side members 15 of carriage 14 whereby said 

pins 23 provide pivots for swingabi1ity of conveyor plat

form 19 with respect to carriage 14. Also projecting 

downwardly from each side element 20~ but adjacent its 

rearward end~ is a short guide rod 24 for disposition 

inwardly of the adjacent side.member of carriage 14 to 

prevent unauthorized lateral displacement of conveyor 

platform 19. 

Extending across the front portion of the base 

frame of machine A immediately inwardly of~ substantially 

parallel to and aligned With, cross member 4 is an angle 

member 25 with one of its flanges 26 forming the bottom of 

discharge opening 5 and being presented at a slight angle to 

the horizontal so as to incline forwardly and downwardly. 

Across the rear of the base frame is a transverse angle 

member 27, being presented a predetermined distance above 

angle member 25~ and disposed so that its horizontal flange 28 

will incline slightly forwardly and downwardly. With reference 

now being made to Figure 2~ it will be seen that when 

carriage 14 is in fully lowered position the forward end 

of conveyor platform 19 will be supported on flange 26 of 

angle member 25 and the rearward end thereof will rest on 

upper angle member 27 whereby, due to the height differential 

between same and the inclination of the horizontal flanges 

thereof~ platform 19 will be inclined downwardly and 

forwardly toward discharge opening 5 to provide for gravity 

flow purposes. As carriage 14 is raised~ it will gradually 

lift conveyor platform 19 from its supports 25~ 27, to cause 
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same to be fully carried on carriage 14, as by resting 

of side elements 20 upon brace members 12, 13, wherein 

it will be horizontally disposed as it is carried above 

support 27 and returned thereto on downward travel of 

carriage 14. Therefore, as carriage 14 continues downwardly, 

the rearward end of platform 19 is arrested by angle member 27 

the forward end being carried until it abuts on angle member 

25, which abutment will coincide with the downward limit of 

travel of carriage 14. Provided in both upper, forward and 

rearward transverse members 3 of the base frame is a pair 

of spaced apart openings 29 for extension therethrough of 

pallet retaining lugs 30 which are flat and have general 

wedge contour with the enlarged portions normally projecting 

within the interior of the base frame. Each lug 30 is 

securely engaged on its outer narrower end upon a Pin 31 

received within a bearing bracket 32 welded to transverse 

members 3 whereby lugs 30 are rendered pivotal thereabout. 

Rigid with each lug 30, adjacent its outer end is a 

projection 33 to which is engaged one end of a coil 

spring 34 having its other end connected to an ear 35 

welded on transverse members 3; said springs 34 biasing 

lugs 30 into inward or operative position for pallet re

taining. Swingably fastened to projection 33 on the oppOSite 

side thereof from the point of attachment of spring 34 is 

one end of the armature 36 of a solenoid 37 mounted on 

members 3 by brackets 38. The four solenoids 37 are i n 

circuit (not shown) with a limit switch 39, preferably of the 

snap-action type, connected to a source of electricity, and 

mounted upon an upright post 1~0 secured at its lower end to 

base plate 8 prOXimate one guide post 18. Limit switch 39 

includes a switch arm having an enlarged, cam-forming head 41 
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for cooperation with a cam 42 mounted upon the adjacent guide 

tube 17 by brackets 43. Cam 42 comprises a substantially 

elongated, vertical operating surface or edge 44 which at 

its lower end is continuous with an outwardly and downwardly 

inclined operating surface 45. Also mounted upon the same 

tubular guide member 17 spaced beneath lower end of cam 42 

is an abutment member 46 extending inwardly toward post 

40 a short distance beyond the operating edge of cam 42 to 

present its upper surface for contacting head 41 of the 

sWitch arm. 

Under the influence of coil springs 34, pallet 

retaining lugs 30 will normally be in operative position 

for supporting upon their upper surfaces a stack of loading 

pallets within the magazine or hopper of machine A. For 

purposes of illustration, only two pallets are indicated in 

dotted lines in the drawings, the lowermost being designated L 

and the one above being denoted L'. It is understood that 

the magazine will normally hold pallets stacked in super

imposed relation to a height at least as great as the top 

of the upper guard rail. Lugs 30 will engage the lowest 

pallet of the stack by bearing against the under surface 

of its top deck boards, and hence single-face or double-

faced pallets can be accommodated. Referring to Figure 3, 

it will be noted that when carriage 14 is in full raised 

pOSition, conveyor platform 19 will: be presented against 

the under surface of the bottom pallet L, which may be the 

lower deck or stringers, depending upon the type pallet. 

As best seen in Figure 5, the switch arm of limit 

switch 39 will be in substantially horizontal pOSition when 

switch arm head 41 is in contact with the upper surface of 

abutment member 46. In this pOSition, limit switch 39 is 

closed so that solenoids 37 are energized to cause retraction
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of the associated armatures 36 whereby lugs 30 are swung 

outwardly into the position Shown in dotted lines in Figure 6, 

away from supported engagement of the pallet stack whereby 

the latter is then fully received upon conveyor platform 19 

and, in effect, supported by power cylinder 9. As carriage 14 

descends with the pallet stack load, the inclined operating 

surface 45 of cam 42 will engage the enlarged head 41 of the 

sWitch arm and cause same to be swung downwardly for opening 

of limit switch 39 with consequent deenergization of solenOids 

37 whereupon pallet retaining lugs 30, through influence of 

springs 34 will return to inwardly swung, operative pOSition 

and engage the second to bottom pallet L' and thereby resume 

support of the pallet stack. The extent of downward travel 

of carriage 14 between the engagement of SWitch arm head 41 

with abutment member 46 and with inclined surface 45 of 

cam 42, or as it were, between sw:~:Lt ch-c10sed and switch

opened POSition, is so predetermined as to cause the lowest 

pallet to be carried below lugs 30 and to present the second 

to bottom pallet L' for supported engagement on lugs 30 as 

the latter are returned inwardly. Limit switch 39 1s 

maintained in open pOSition, as carriage 14 continues its 

descent by engagement between SWitch arm head 41 and the 

vertical operating surface 44 of cam 42 (see Figure 4). 

Power cylinder 9 may be of any desired type and 

the systems of operation of the same may be conventional 

and are not considered a part of this invention. However, 

the timing of operation of cylinder 9 must be closely con

trolled and, for purposes of illustrating same, 47 indicates 

a conpressed air inlet and exhaust line to cylinder 9 which 

line is connected to a controller, such as a pilot-operated 
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valve (not shown), which is connected by piping 48 to a 

switch 49 mounted upon post 40 immediately beneath limit 

switch 39. SWitch 49 is adapted for actuation by a short, 

horizontally disposed lug 50 formed at the lower end of a 

vertical arm 51 depending from, and fixed at, its upper end to 

brace member 13. The vertical spacing between lug 50 and 

abutment member 46 is such that switch 49 will be actuated 

substantially simultaneously with the cloSing of limit 

switch 39 when carriage 14 is in fully elevated position 

for instituting air exhaustion from cylinder 9 to effect 

descent of carriage 14. In the event it is desired that 

cylinder 9 be of the hydraulic type, a snap-acting limit 

switch of the same character as switch 39 may be mounted 

on post 40 in lieu of switch 49 for initiating fluid 

withdrawal; which switch may be actuated by lug 50 of 

arm 51. 

To cause upward travel of carriage 14 from its 

lower position, as shown in Figure 4, compressed air is fed 

into cylinder 9 through oustomary means. Limit switch 39 will 

remain in open position, as switch arm head 41 travels 

relatively downwardly along cam surface 44. Said SWitch 39 

remains open until abutment member 46 engages said switch 

arm head whereby the switch arm is "kicked" into horizontal, 

circuit-closing position. As stated above, lug 50 will 

contemporaneously engage switch 49 to bring about release 

of air from cylinder 9. 

With carriage 14 in lowered position and conveyor 

platform 19 maintained in inclined attitude, by angle 

members 25, F7, pallet L will slide therealong through 

gravity and be dispensed from machine A through discharge 

opening 5, as indicated in Figures 1 and 2. Although not 
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shown, it is obvious that a conveyor system could adjoin 

machine A for receiving dispensed pallets and conveying 

same to selected points remote from the machine. Such 

conveyors could be of any desired type, such as gravity 

or driven. 

The magazine may be easily loaded by the deposition 

thereon of a stack of pallets by means of a fork lift truck 

with the open rear side permitting ready access to the 

magazine interior. If desired, the framing of the magazine 

may be designed to flare outwardly a short distance on all 

three sides spacedly above the base frame for directing in 

a funnel manner the lower pallets of the stack. This feature 

assures that proper alignment will be effected of the lower 

pallets despite any disarrangement of the pallets in the 

stack when the same is supplied to the magazine. 

The details of construction can be varied without 

departing from the spirit of the invention and the exclusiye 

use of those modifications coming within the scope of the 

claims contemplated. 
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1. A machine for storing and dispensing 

pallets comprising a base frame having a discharge 

opening in one side of said base frame, means for receiv

ing a supply of pallets in superimposed stack-forming 

relation above said base frame, members mounted on 

said base frame for supporting said stack of pallets 

and adapted for movement into non-supporting position, 

a platform sized for receiving a pallet, means provided 

in said base frame for presenting said platform closely 

beneath the pallet stack and for carrying same downwardly 

therefrom for disposition adjacent the discharge opening, 

means for swinging said members into non-supporting 

position in timed relation to arrival of the platform 

closely beneath the pallet stack and for returning same 

into support position to permit release of a pallet to 

the platform for dispensing through the opening, and 

means Ifol1\'disposing said platform in inclined attitude 

when in lowered position for gravity-impelled movement 

thereacross of the pallet toward the discharge opening. 
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2. A machine for storing and individually 

dispensing flat four sided articles comprising a base 

frame having 8 discharge opening, a storage compartment 

provided on said base frame and communicating with the 

interior thereof through its lower end, said compartment 

being four sided and dimensioned for retaining a supply 

of the articles in horizontal, superimposed stack-forming 

relation, members s'l'lingably mounted on a pair of opposite 

sides of said compartments for supporting the supply of 

articles, a follered platform provided in said base frame 

for receiving one of said articles, means for elevating 

and 10lvering said platform toward and mvay from the lO'l'Jer 

end of said storage compartment while presenting said plat

form in horizontal position, means for directing said 

platform in inclined attitude to the horizontal toward 

the discharge opening when said platform is at the lower 

limit of its travel for gravity-impelled movement of the 

article thereacross and through said opening, and means 

for swinging said members from article support position 

in timed relation to the arrival of the platform at the 

upper limit of its travel. 
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3. In a machine for storing and dispensing 

pallets, a pallet delivery mechanism comprising a plat-

form sized for receiving a pallet, a carriage mounted in 

the lower portion of the machine, means for effecting 

vertical upward and downward travel of the carriage, 

said platform being swingably engaged to said carriage 

and movable therewith, and vertically spaced apart sup-

port members provided in said machine for sequentially 

engaging and supporting opposite end portions of the 

platform as the same is lowered in downward travel of 

the carriage, so as to present same in an inclined manner 

for gravity movement of a pallet thereacross. 

4. 
I 

In a machine for storing and dispensing 

pallets, a pallet delivery mechanism as described in 

claim 3 wherein the means for elevating and lowering 

said carriage is a fluid operated device, and guide 

means are provided for preventing lateral displacement 

of the carriage during travel. 

5. In a machine for storing and dispensing 

pallets a pallet delivery mechanism as described in 

claim 4, wherein the support members axtend transversely 

across the lower portion of the machine in axially parallel 

relationship. 
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6. A machine for storing and individually 

dispensing pallets comprising a four sided base frame, a 

magazine-defining frame mounted on said base frame for 

receiving a supply of stacked pallets, pallet-retaining 

lugs mounted on opposite sides of said base frame for 

supporting the stacks of pallets, resilient means bias-

ing said lugs into im'Jard or support position, a four sided, 

horizontally presented carriage disposed in said base 

frame, means for moving said carriage upwardly and down

wardly, toward and away from, the pallet supply, a lug 

retracting member provided with each retaining lug for 

withdrawal of the lugs from pallet support pOSition, a 

switch located in the base frame and operatively connected 

to each lug retracting member, a switch-actuating device 

carried on said carriage and having an abutment number 

adapted to engage said switch for effecting retraction 

of the retaining lugs in timed relation to the arrival 

of the carriage at the upper limit of its travel for 

receiving the pallets upon withdrawal of the lugs. 

7. A machine for storing and dispensing pallets 

as described in claim 6 wherein the lug retracting 

members are solenoids having their armatures engaged to 

the related lug, and the switch is in circuit with the 

solenoids. 
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8. In a machine for storing and individually 

dispensing pallets, a pallet delivery mechanism compris

ing a four sided platform sized for receiving a pallet, 

a carriage for supporting said platform in normally hor

izontal position, fluld operated means engaged to said 

carr:i.age for effec t ing vertica 1 111-'wJard and dOi-JDward 

travel of the same, an actuating switch for controlling 

flow of fluid to and from said fluid operating means, 

and a switch-engaging member mounted on said carriage 

for engaging the switch in timed relation to the arrival 

of the carriage at its upper limit of travel for effecting 

flow of fluid from said operating means for instituting 

downward movement of the carriage. 

9. A machine for storing and dispensing pallets 

as described in claim 8 wherein the m'Jitch-engaging 

member comprises an elongated arm fixed at its upper end 

to, and depending from, the underside of said carriage 

and having an inturned lug at its lower end, the length 

of said arm being such as to effect switch engagement 

after a predetermined extent of travel of the carriage. 

10. In a machine for storing and dispensing 

pallets, a pallet delivery mechanism comprising a plat

form sized for receiving a pallet, a horizontally presented 

carriage mounted in the lower portion of the machine, 

fluid actuated means for effecting vertical upward and 

downward travel of the carriage, said platform being swing

ably engaged adjacent one of its ends to said carriage, 

with the other end portion being supportable thereon for 

movement therewith, and support members provided in said 

machine for sequentially engaging opposite end portions 

of the platform as the same is lowered in downvJard travel 

of the carriage. 

J ~) 
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11. In a machine for storing and dispendin8 

pallets having a pallet magazine, a pallet delivery mechan

ism located below sald magazine comprising a rollered 

platform sized for receiving a pallet, a horizontally 

presented rectangular frame carriage for supporting 

said platform, a fluid cylinder having a piston for 

vertically reciprocal movement, sald carrlage being 

fixed on the upper end of said piston, said platform 

being swingably secured adjacent one of its ends to 

one end of said carriage, and platform-engaging members 

provided on said machine in vertically spaced relation 

and on opposite sides of said machine for sequentially 

engaging opposite end portions of the platform as the 

same is lowered in dowmlard travel of said fluid cylinder 

piston for presentation of said platform in inclined 

relation to said carriage when the latter has reached 

its downward limit. 

12. In a mac~ine for storing and dispensing pallets 

having a pallet magazine, a pallet delivery mechanism 

located below said magazine, comprising a rollered plat

form sized for receiving a pallet, a horizontally pre

sented, rectangular frame carriage for supporting said 

platform in normally horizontal position, a fluid cylinder 

having a piston for vertically reciprocal movement, said 

carriage being fixed on the upper end of said ~ston, said 

platform being swingably secured adjacent one of its ends 

to one of said carriage, said platform projecting at its 

ends beyond said carriage, and a pair of first and second 

platform-engaging members provided on said machine, and 

in vertically spaced relation and on opposite sides of 

If) 
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said machine for sequentially engaging opposite end 

portions of the platform as the same :ts lowered in dOvlDvlard 

trend of said fluid cylinder piston for presentation of 

said platform in inclined relation to said carriage when 

the latter has reached its downward limit, said first 

member defining the lower edge of said discharge opening. 

13. A machine for storing and individ~ally dis-

pensing pallets comprising a four-sided base frame, a 

magazine-defining frame mounted on said base frame for 

receiving a supply of stacked pallets, pallet-retaining 

lugs mounted on oPPosite sides of said base frame for 

supporting the stack of pallets, said pallet-retaining 

lugs being mounted for swinging within a horizontal plane 

between inward or pallet support position and outward 

or non-support position, a carriage disposed in said base 

frame, means for moving said carriage upwardly and down-

wardly, toward and away from, the pallet supply, a lug 

retracting member provided with each retaining lug for 

withdrawal of the lugs from pallet support position, a 

switch mounted in the base frame beneath said carriage and 

operatively connected to said lug retracting members, a 

switch-actuating device fixed to said carriage and depend-

ing from the lower portion thereof, and having an abutment 

member for engaging said switch to effect retraction of 

the lugs in timed relation to the arrival of the carriage 

at the upper limit of its travel; said switch-actuating 

device further having a cam surface for engaging said 

switch for a predetermined interval after retraction of 

said lugs for effecting return of same to pallet support 

position . 
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14. A machine for storing and individually 

dispensing pallets comprising a four-sided base frame, a 

magazine-defining frame mounted on said base frame for 

receiving a supply of stacked pallets, pallet-retaining 

lugs mounted on opposite sides of said base frame for 

supporting the stack of pallets, said pallet-retaining 

lugs being mounted for swinging within a horizontal 

plane between inward or pallet support position and out

ward or non-support position, a carriage-disposed in 

said base frame, means for moving said carriage upwardly 

and downwardly, toward and away from, the pallet supply, 

a lug retracting member provided with each retaining lug 

for withdrawal of the lugs from pallet support position, 

a switch mounted in the base frame beneath said carriage 

and operatively connected to said lug retracting members, 

guide members depending from the underside of said 

carriage, a switch-actuating assembly mounted on one of 

said guide members and comprising an abutment member 

and a cam having vertical and inclined operating faces. 

IH 
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15. A machine for storing and individually 

dispensing pallets comprising a base frame, a magazine

defining frame mounted on said base frame for receiving 

a supply of stacked pallets, pallet-retaining lugs 

mounted on opposite sides of base frame for supporting 

the stack of pallets within the magazine, said pallet

retaining lugs being mounted for swinging between inward 

or pallet support position and out-ward or non-support 

position, a carriage disposed in said base frame, means 

for moving said carriage upwardly and downwardly, toward 

and away from, the pallet supply, a lug retracting member 

provided with each retaining lug for withdrawal of the 

same from pallet support position, a switch mounted in 

the base frame and operatively connected to said lug 

retracting members, a switch-actuating device fixed to 

said carriage and having an abutment member for engaging 

said switch to effect retraction of the lugs in timed 

relation to arrival of the carriage at the upper limit 

of its travel, said switch-actuating device further having 

a cam surface spaced from said abutment member for engag

ing said switch for a predetermined interval after retrac

tion of said lugs for effecting return of same to pallet 

support position. 
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16. A machine for storing and individually 

dispensing pallets comprising a base frame, a magazine

defining frame mounted on said base frame for receivipg 

a supply of stacked pallets, pallet-retaining lugs 

mounted on opposite sides of said base frame for 

supporting the stack of pallets, said pallet-retaining 

lugs being mounted for swinging between inward or pallet

support position and outward or non-support position, 

means biasing said lugs into inwardly swung position, a 

carriage disposed in said base frame, means for moving 

said carriage upwardly and downwardly, toward and away 

from, the pallet supply, a lug retracting member provided 

with each retaining lug for withdrawal of the lugs from 

pallet support position, a switch mounted in the base 

frame and operatively connected to said lug retracting 

members, a switch-actuating assembly carried on said 

carriage and comprising an abutment member and a cam 

having vertical and inclined operating faces for sequen

tial engagement of said switcho 




